Third EAGE Workshop on Rock Physics 15-18 November 2015, Istanbul, Turkey Frontal splays and slope channel complexes make up the bulk of deep-water depocentre volume. Slope channel complexes, often fed through a series of gullies of upper slope/shelfal canyons, are well known and exceptional examples are exposed in turbidite-filled basins of southern and eastern Turkey. Frontal splays are located at or beyond feeder channel mouths, of variable dimension and character, they range in grain size from gravel to silt and yet appear to have a predictable and narrow range of geometry. Frontal splays in particular remain one of the most undersampled and unimaged deep-water sedimentary features, are often seen on seismic data where they straddle the resolution limits, and as a result there is no accepted general model for them. The terminology for deep-water depositional bodies that are not in erosionally based features remains highly inconsistent, with terms like 'lobes', 'splays', 'frontal splays', 'mouth lobes', 'distributary lobes', 'channelised lobes', 'suprafan lobes' etc all vying for widespread usage and promoting confusion across the study of modern and outcrop deep-water sedimentary systems and their reservoir equivalents. It is no surprise that general accepted principles of architecture, rock property distribution, body geometry, and even location on the sea floor, are not yet in place.
Slope channel complexes and deep-water frontal splays from the modern sea floor (Gulf of Cadiz, Rhone Fan, Mississippi Fan, Amazon, Mediterranean), are compared with outcrop examples of slope channel and sheet-style architecture from southern and eastern Turkey and elsewhere, and also with cored and imaged subsurface examples from the Bay of Bengal, the Caribbean, Indonesia and West Africa amongst others. Rather than a review of published examples, most of the channel complexes and frontal splays shown have been worked on by the author.
The presentation is an attempt the range of dimension and composition of deep-water frontal splays and slope channel complexes. The paper is intended for a varied audience with interests in the variability in these types of deep-water systems and how they are expressed seismically. 
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